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 Innovation became a trend topic for organizations and even cities in the past 

decades, and the reason for that is that people understood its crucial role in the growth 

and survival of any institution and society. In order to innovation to occur,  a collective 

creative process need to be successful. More than ever, with the exponential increase 

of knowledge is very hard to solve complex problems individually, so finding ways to 

enhance collaboration is crucial to create a innovative community. This project focused 

on how technology can help solve the main challenges of collaboration: trust and con-

nection. To deal with this problem we chose Blockchain, that is a relative new technology 

that been transforming P2P transactions in the last 10 years, and have as pillars  decen-

tralization and immutability. Based in this two characteristics we propose a transparent 

and trusty platform for sharing ideas and connecting people, called Idea Flow. A user 

friendly interface to storage the creative process in progress on an immutable decentra-

lized ledger. This solution achieve the objective of building a network of creative profes-

sionals, organize the participation of individuals and guarantee the ownership of the 

data generated in the process. 

Innovation | Creative class | Creativity | Collective economy | Creative Process |

Blockchain | Collective knowledge | Innovation Network
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 A inovação tornou-se um “trending topic” para organizações e até cidades nas 

últimas décadas, e a razão para isso é que as pessoas entenderam seu papel crucial 

no crescimento e na sobrevivência de qualquer instituição e sociedade. Para que a 

inovação ocorra, um processo criativo coletivo precisa ser bem-sucedido. Mais do que 

nunca, com o aumento exponencial do conhecimento é muito difícil resolver problemas 

complexos individualmente, então encontrar maneiras de melhorar a colaboração é 

crucial para criar uma comunidade inovadora. Este projeto se concentrou em como a 

tecnologia pode ajudar a resolver os principais desafios da colaboração: confiança e 

conexão. Para lidar com esse problema escolhemos o Blockchain, que é uma tecnolo-

gia relativamente nova que vem transformando transações P2P nos últimos 10 anos, e 

tem como pilares a descentralização e a imutabilidade. Com base nessas duas caracte-

rísticas, propomos uma plataforma transparente e confiável para compartilhar idéias e 

conectar pessoas, chamada Idea Flow. Uma interface amigável para armazenar o 

processo criativo em andamento em um ledger descentralizado imutável. Esta solução 

atinge o objetivo de construir uma rede de profissionais criativos, organizar a participa-

ção dos indivíduos e garantir a propriedade dos dados gerados no processo.
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 The discussion on how to enhance innovation inside and outside organizations, will 
increase in relevance for the coming decade, at strategy debates for businesses and cities 
across the globe. This trend is shown in the latest World Economic Forum (WEF) report 
about the future of Jobs, where creativity as a work skill, has gained 8 positions as compa-
red to a previous report. Furthermore, the report makes a prediction for 2022 foreseeing 
creativity in a third place and innovation in first, as the trendiest of skills (WEF Report 2018).
Taking into account this scenario, this project has the objective of understanding the creative 
process in evolutionary innovation and design a tool to facilitate the connection of people 
through ideas and the exchange of information with transparency.
 Hypothesis: If we can increase trust and connection in creative collectives, the 
number and quality of innovation initiatives will grow in its respective organizations and 
communities.

. 

Introduction
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 To develop this project I applied the structure of the meta creative process, described 
in the section 2.2. of this document. The first phase was the Analysis/Understanding, where 
I started with the focus research evaluating the literature of the topic and went to the field to 
validate the findings. Subsequently, I entered the Generation phase, where I generated a full 
definition of the challenge with its objectives and restraints. In it also there is a creation sec-
tion, where I designed the process, suggested solutions and chose one to develop. For the 
Evaluation phase I made five working mockups to test and improve the solution. All this work 
consolidated in this document has the purpose to communicate the project, Idea Flow, to 
future developments and tests in the market.
 This project is a result of my work with the support of the professor Enric Trullos, who 
guided me in the academic process and the professor Josep Maria Monguet, that gave me 
the opportunity to practice the theory of innovation in real cases and with his guidance. Also 
I have to acknowledge the support received from professor Alejandro Trejo in the area of 
Blockchain and software technologies. 
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 As we stated before, innovation is ever increasing each day, and we must keep pace 
with it in order to survive. And to understand the phenomenon, first we should define what is 
innovation and list the challenges that people face in order to have an innovative culture. If 
we look in the existing bibliography, there are many accepted definitions to the process to 
innovate, but there are three basic elements that are consensus among specialists: Idea, 
Product or Service and Value.
 The first important aspect to observe is that innovation is the execution of an idea that 
results in a product or service. This result should address a specific problem in order to 
satisfy a need. That understanding leads us to look carefully at one of its most critical 
elements; value. To be innovative, a product or service needs to generate value for the orga-
nization that is developing the project and to its final user. If the output of the innovation 
process is unsustainable from an economic and/or social perspective, it can not be conside-
red truly innovative. So understanding what are the true needs and finding a way to create 
value that can be perceived to the final users are elemental steps in this process. The last 
variable in this equation is the idea. It all starts with the effort of generating ideas. Hence, 
understanding creative thinking is essential for this effort, as it consolidates a solid innova-
tion path. 
 Now that I defined the basic concept of innovation, it’s crucial to discern among the 
different kinds there are. I will use Tom Kelley’s diagram that analyse market penetration and 
solution novelty. The first kind that the majority of people associate with innovation are the 
revolutionary ones. In this category, ideas are placed in a new market with a new solution; 
Such an obvious case, for example, was the IPod. Even though the solution doesn’t need to 
change the whole “status quo” to be innovative. In reality, the projects that create innovation 

Theory
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culture and support the growth of organizations belong to this second kind, known as evolu-
tionary. This type of innovation is the one that evolves in market expansion (new users) or in 
new solutions (new ideas). The last kind is the incremental innovation, essential for compa-
nies to survive. Simply put, it is the improvement of an idea for an existing market.  
 This project is focused 
on understanding the evolutio-
nary innovation process and 
how creativity impacts it, throu-
gh the analysis of existing 
studies in psychology and 
management. I chose as the 
basic structure for this exami-
nation Aaron Kozbelt’s book, 
“The Cambridge Handbook of 
Creativity”, where he states 
that there are 4Ps that structu-
re the theoretical understan-
ding of creativity, these are, 
Process, People, Press and 
Product. In the next chapters I 
will analyze innovation using 
each of these lenses, unders-
tanding how they are connec-
ted and what are their challen-
ges.
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Diagram 2 | Types of innovation | ideou.com/pages/innovation
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 Design Thinking is a methodology created by the company Ideo in the 1980’s, which 
applies the process of designing to solve complex problems. This technique focuses on 
understanding and empathizing with the user and collectively ideating a solution. It is best 
fitted to projects that are at the beginning stages of development, where possible solutions 
are uncertain and even what exactly is the real challenge could be unknown. Diagram 3 
shows its phases’ structure.
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 To innovate an idea needs to pass through a process where people can collaborate 
to understand, develop and put a solution into the market. To figure out this process many 
methodologies were created, each adapting to the needs of the field that it is applied. Here 
I will analyze the three main business methodologies, Design Thinking, Lean and Agile, and 
contrast them with a study made by the University of Bath that compared the structure of 
twenty four engineering design process models and nineteen creative psychological 
process models and took conclusions about the common structure of creative thinking 
inside the innovation process.

Diagram 3 | Design Thinking | dschool.standford.edu
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 The Lean Startup methodology 
was designed by Enric Ries, a senior 
software engineer, in 2008, with the 
goal of preventing the waste of 
resources in developing a full solution 
and without market validation. This 
process was adopted by many high-
-tech companies because it helps 
evaluate a solution and improve very 
efficiently. Diagram 4 shows its 
phases’ structure.

 The Agile methodology development started with the 1970’s computer based 
projects  boom. It was designed to help improve software development in a structured way. 
The Agile process focuses on the improvement of a defined solution and uses “sprints”, time 
framed phases, to achieve a consistent evolution. Diagram 5 shows its phas` structure.
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Diagram 5 | Agile | Agile Project Management

Diagram 4 | Lean Startup | Eric Ries, The Lean Startup
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 In the study “Describing the creative design process” the team first compared twenty 
four engineering design process models and arrived at a common structure of six phases: 
Establishing the need, Analysis of the task, Conceptual design phase, Embodiment design 
phase, Detailed design phase and Implement phase. Then they looked into nineteen creati-
ve process models getting to a universal structure of four phases: Analysis, Generation, 
Evaluation and Communication/Implementation. An important conclusion was that both 
structures, of six and four phases, could be reduced to one structure, using the latter, the 
creative process model, as a base.
 As conclusion of this analysis, I found that even though there are many innovation 
models, the base is always the creative process, because as Mumford and Gustafson stated 
in 1988 “Without creativity in design there is no potential for innovation, which is where crea-
tive ideas are actually implemented”. So the Meta Creative Process will use the creativity 
structure. Below I will explain each phase.
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 Analysis/ Understand
 In this phase we start to research a topic to understand the existent information, find 
opportunities and define which data will be gathered in the field. Empathy is a key to really 
find out the needs to be solved. It’s important to go to the field to validate the information 
gathered and look after new data using active research methods. These methods can be 
interviews, focus groups, field observations, surveys, etc. This phase can be subdivided in 
two parts; Focus Research and Active Research.

 Generation
 After the data gathering, this is the moment to analyze and generate a structured 
problem to be solved. We need to questions, such as, ”which problem we will solve?”, “what 
are our objectives?”, “what are the restraints?”, and also, “which plan we will use to achieve 
our objective?”. After this first moment it is time to open the mind (each of us in our own way) 
and have as many ideas as possible.This phase can be subdivided in Problem Definition 
and Explore Ideas.

 Evaluation
 In this phase we analyze the ideas that appeared during the process so far, make 
connections and consolidate a couple of these ideas to test and move forward. With the 
chosen ideas we develop tests and experiments to look for improvement and validation. The 
result of this phase will be important to decide whether to continue the process or to abort it. 
This phase can be subdivided in Consolidate Ideas and Experiment.

 Communication/ Implementation
 By the end of the first innovation cycle, a Creative product is ready to be delivered in 
the market. The team should plan precisely how to communicate and deliver the value.

16 Creative Process: Meta Creative Process | ideaflow 



 The process explained above is performed by people, and in innovation, participants 
have a specific characteristic in common to be successful, the use of creativity to solve 
problems. According to literature, the Creative Class theory is the one that best fits this 
group as it helps us to understand their needs and to propose ways to enhance innovation.  
The term “Creative class” was coined by Richard Florida in 2002 in his book called “The rise 
of the creative class”(Florida, 2002). Mr. Florida was studying why certain regions have an 
organic economic growth while others don’t. With his research he found patterns in demo-
graphics that showed that people in specific areas have some characteristics that could be 
interpreted as a class. An economical class of well-educated workers, and to be distin-
guished from the “knowledge workers”,  as described by Peter Drucker and Fritz Machlup in 
1966. This new creative class coined by Florida uses creativity to solve complex problems. 
Or as he puts it in his revisited version of his work, ”Creative Class is that its members 
engage in work whose function is to ‘create meaningful new forms.’” (Florida, 2011, 38).
 This class has shown an increase in size, in the order of the 7 percent, between 2001 
and 2010 (Florida, 2011, 45). Furthermore, as we can see in figure 1 there is a growing 
trend, making this class to have a higher and more significant stake in the market.
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Figure 1 | Labour Force by Occupational Class (%) and Millions | martinprosperity.org/the-rise-of-the-creative-class
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 Looking further into Florida´s 
works, there are reports published by his 
company, the Creative Class Group, that 
take a profound look at the creative 
class, by looking at their behavior as cus-
tomers. Though this second report was 
probably a for-profit endeavour, it traces 
parallels with his major works, and goes 
even deeper in defining people's beha-
vior inside the creative class. It defines 
archetypes of people such as the Super 
Creatives.These are risk-takers that 
have a tendency to be early adopters of 
new products. If involved with the product 
 and the company they are good influencers. The most noticeable characteristic of this group 
is the need of flexibility and be in control of their schedule. In 2016, they were 4,5 million in 
the U.S.. The second group are the Core Creatives, they are responsible for bringing 
products, brands and concepts into the mainstream. Their main personal characteristics are 

 Mr. Florida divides the Creative class in two, using parameters such as the occupa-
tion of people and the scalability of their creative solution. The first group called “Super-Cre-
ative Core” (Florida, 2011, 38), are the ones that have creativity as the essence of their acti-
vities, such as, designers, scientists, artists, architects and others. The second body he 
simply defines as “creative professionals” (Florida, 2011, 38), they are people that work in 
different knowledge-intensive industries. Examples of creative professionals are lawyers, 
managers, doctors and others. These professionals are defined by Florida as people that 
“engage in creative problem solving, drawing on complex bodies of knowledge to solve spe-
cific problems.” (Florida, 2011, 38).
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that they are well-educated and hardworking, focused personal achievement and individual 
advancement. The report shows that they were 20.5 million of them in America in 2016. The 
Fast Followers are the third archetype, they are more conservatives and are more engaged 
in social work. This group shows to have strong ties to friends and family, and really care 
about their opinion. The last group, the Hard to Reach, is composed by thought provokers 
that are tech oriented and present a more stay-at-home profile. 
 Wrapping up on this subject, these different archetypes within the creative class all 
have specific needs and values that are significant for the creative economy, thus helping it 
to boost innovation. Understanding these various behaviors is important to design tools and 
models that can lead to a growth in innovative solutions. Mr Florida has a sentence that 
summarizes well the economy supported by the creative class:
 “Creative Economy is premised on the rapid generation and transmission of ideas 
across the enterprise. This world of tight deadlines,  uncertainty, and discovery—of knowled-
ge creation, teamwork, and  building off each other’s ideas” (Florida, 2012, 136)

 After carefully analyzing the process and the people implicated by it we can unders-
tand what really drives the behavior of innovation, namely, the social press. The latter 
presents many challenges, the biggest of which is the exponential increase of information 
and of the complexity of problems to be solved. In order to deal with this reality the only way 
forward is to innovate using a network of people s knowledge, also known as collective 
intelligence (CI). This phenomenon makes possible the shift of knowledge and power from 
the individual to the collective. CI emerges from the collaboration of many individuals, thus 
collaboration is a key challenge in innovation.
 Taking into consideration the last paragraph, understanding the impact of the social 
press as the impact of society on an individual, and how that shapes the innovation culture, 
it is crucial to define the challenges to be tackled. In literature we can find authors discussing 
the impact of socio cultural factors in the creative process. Amabile in her work “The Social 
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Psychology of Creativity” (1983) argues that the ability to be creative is affected by extrinsic 
social factors in the same way it is affected by the intrinsic personality of the individual. Also, 
Harrington in “The Ecology of Human Creativity: A Psychological Perspective” (1990) holds 
the view that creativity itself is an output of a human ecosystem.
 To create a favorable ecosystem to innovate there are two challenges that must be 
addressed. The first is how to connect people that share similar interests and can comple-
ment each others  knowledge. Humans tend to get together with people that think in a similar 
way, and that often have developed skills in the same area of knowledge. However, in inno-
vation diversity is an imperative! So finding a way to connect these diverse creative thinkers 
through kindred ideas is crucial to spur collaboration. The second challenge is to create a 
safe and transparent environment for this exchange of knowledge to occur, and where 
people can perceive trust. As people usually interact with specific ideas at various levels and 
moments, in pipeline type processes, attributing the level of participation and credit to each 
participant is fundamental on a process that aims to drive innovation.  
. 
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 To solve the challenges uncovered in this research the first step was to look for solu-
tions that are already in the market. After careful analysis I found two types of solutions that 
best address the challenges presented. The first one uses an innovation methodology to 
improve collaboration and second precisely targets the registration issue. The diagram that 
follows shows a list of applications that tackle these problems.

Annex 1 | Comparative table of the cases analyzed
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Process of design
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Diagram 8 | Cases of study
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Below I describe two case studies that present similar challen-
ges and solutions that I found to be the closest to my research.  
Harvard Business School Open Forum –  OI Engine
 The Open Forum is a place where professors and 
students post challenges so that all Harvard students and staff 
can collaborate with ideas to get to a final solution. This initiati-
ve is already in its third year and in their first challenge 5000 
alumni and students collaborated to create a paper called The 
Capitalism Dilemma.  At this moment there are 3 active chal-
lenges. The methodology that they used was Design 
Thinking. There is a rank of participation based on a score 
called Ideo’s design quotient. 
Intellectual Property in fashion  - Bernstein
 Fashion designs in particular enjoy a smaller degree of 
protection under intellectual property law when compared to 
the industrial and technological sector. The short life cycle of 
products, and the low technological barriers for copycats are 
adding to the complexity. Bernstein provides a platform to 
register the process of the design in a public Blockchain, via 
Bitcoin, where is created a permanent evidence of its creation. 
With this proof of work, associated intellectual property rights 
can be claimed and enforced reliably at any stage and in any 
country, including in actions against counterfeit products. 
 Public blockchains are used to create solid evidence 
for the whole design process. For example, it can prove preci-
sely when a specific feature was added to an existing design 
and by whom. 
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Figure 2 | HBS Open Forum
http://www.hbs.edu/openforum/openforu
m.hbs.org/index.html

Figure 3 | Bernstein
www.bernstein.iol
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 In order to solve the trust challenge, the technology chosen to verify authenticity and 
guarantee ownership during the innovation process was Blockchain. This new technology 
replaces trust with a mathematical proof. It’s an immutable decentralized ledger. Its works 
as a growing list of records, called blocks, that are linked using cryptography. Each block 
contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, that ensures its immutability, a times-
tamp and transaction data. 
This technology was designed to permit transactions between two parties efficiently without 
the need of intermediary, a reliable solution that reduces cost and time, and makes the regis-
tration process affordable to the majority of creative professionals. 

Choice of technology: Blockchain

Diagram 9 | Application of Blockchain

ideaflow | Choice of technology: Blockchain
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 With the challenges well defined after the literature analysis and study of implemen-
ted cases, the process ideation phase is started. A flowchart was created to formalize each 
step of the application and to help understand the points of the contact of the user with the 
platform.
 The platform has 4 layers where actions happen. The first is the front-end interface, 
where the user interacts with the technology. The second is the back-end, where calculation 
and storage takes place. The third layer called “on chain”, where information is stored in the 
Blockchain through a transaction and give back a certificate. And finally, the offline layer. 
This project is based on the assumption that innovation happens mainly in the “real world”, 
where people meet in person and the level of empathy and sharing is higher.
 The process starts in the front-end layer with the access of the user and the creation 
of a profile. After the validation of documents, the first “on chain” interaction is made to 
create a Blockchain Creative ID and associate it to a wallet, this will be used to sign and pay 
during the registration process. A Blockchain ID secures the identity and score of the user 
protecting his information, then an encrypted key is generated that can be used as a digital 
signature. With the profile created the user is active to participate in challenges, and now he 
will be part of the creative professionals database. This database will give information to the 
research page where organizations and others users can find professionals they want to 
collaborate with.
 The professional can choose to be associated to an existing organization or to create 
one of his own. The organization’s interface is the place to manage the group innovation 
initiative portfolio. Organizations will have their own database that is connected to the rese-
arch page. The next step is getting into a challenge.
In order to get into a challenge the user has 3 possibilities. One is to find in the research 
page a challenge and apply to participate. Another possibility, is to enter a code provided by 
the challenge’s organizer. And finally, it is possible to create a challenge. This can be private, 

The process
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only invited people can participate, or open so people can find in the research page and 
apply to participate. When creating a challenge it is possible to post which creative profes-
sional profile is needed to help the research. The next action is to start working in the innova-
tion process. There are 3 main phases, with 2 subdivisions each (based on the Meta Creati-
ve Process 2.2.), to choose where to work depends on the development of the idea.  

25
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In each of these phases the process has the same 
structure. Its starts on the offline layer, where people 
can decide which methodology to use and how to apply 
them. The platform can help organize the results 
produced in the “real world” during the process, so at 
the end of the phase the memory is ready to register.   
 The next checkpoint of the process is the deci-
sion to finish the phase and register, when this happens 
the user will be led to an interface to find consensus 
with the team member. After the result of the consen-
sus a final document is generated and the participants 
can sign using their Blockchain Creative ID and pay 
with the tokens stored in their wallets. “On chain” the 
data is registered in a public blockchain through a tran-
saction that will deliver a certificate with a timestamp, 
proof of location and signatures. A document is genera-
ted in the back-end layer that consolidates all the infor-
mation. Finished the registration all team members 
scores are updated based on the participation ratio.
 These actions will repeat in each phase, and the 
project can have as many phases as needed. At the 
end the Creative Product, result of the innovation 
project, can be registered and have a novelty assess-
ment using methodologies existing in the market (third 
party software), and depending on the score the team 
will receive part of the tokens invested in order to moti-
vate original solutions.

Figure 5 | Phase Process

The Process | ideaflow 
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 In the evaluate phase the method chosen to test the solution was the mock up crea-
ted and validated with a group of 6 expert users. The main focus of the mock ups to test the 
user experience (UX) and the user interface (UI).  

 The UX core principle was to create a fluid workflow, that make the technology easy 
to use, so the user don’t feel they are dealing with Blockchain. The experience was based 
on games that uses fictional currency to buy a service inside the game. Another important 
aspect was to lead the user throughout the process in the most organized way, to create a 
guide for the development of the idea. On interviews one of the main concerns that appea-
red in potential users was that the platform would become another bureaucratic step in the 
process. To deal with that, the design was made to be lean and customized to the project’s 
needs. All the modules of data information should have a functional purpose. 
 

Mock up: UI/UX design

Diagram 10 | Mockup versions

ideaflow | The Mockup: UI/UX Design
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The UI main elements are color code, flow forms, easy way out, use of illustrations and icons 
(strong visual items), the wheel, responsive design and ergonomic on smartphones (main 
interface). Following, I will detail each use of these elements.
Color Code
Each of the subphases of the process in correlated to one color that follows a scale to show 
the natural flow of the phases. The colors chosen have strong saturation and starts in green 
and ends in yellow. The 7 colors demonstrate the diversity of the innovation process and the 
creative professionals. In the subphase interface the color is applied in a gradient to smoo-
then and ease the screen to the use.

Flow Forms
The main form of the project is the process flow, shows the double diamond (Design Coun-
cil, 2006), which demonstrates the divergence and convergence, and add the curves to 
demonstrate how fluid is the process. There are no sharp corners to reinforce the continuity. 
All the others forms in the design uses rounded shapes or at least rounded corners to main-
tain the coherence.
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Easy way out
The design was thought so the user doesn’t feel trapped in any screen. There is always a 
possibility to cancel the process and in the main screens there is a bottom menu with easy 
access to return to landing pages on the profile, the challenges or the organizations. There’s 
also a consolidated menu to easily get to the research page and also to sign out.

Illustrations and Icons
A large percentage of the human brain dedicates itself to visual processing. So images helps 
our cognition and ability to pay attention. Images are able to grab our attention easily, we are 
immediately drawn to them. In the design I used an illustration to represent each challenge, 
so it is easy to find them in a list of projects. Icons were used to represent each data storage 
module, to facilitate finding the information needed. When a module is created the user can 
choose, from a library, the icon that best represents the data inside.
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The Wheel
The main interactive element, the wheel was designed to give movement to the interface 
and to create a point of interest. The wheel organizes all the data graphically, spatially and 
easily to access. It works like a cluster diagram that stores data related associated to an 
icon. The active button is at the bottom to be ergonomic to use in smartphones and the spin 
can be performed in both directions to be easy to use with the right or left hand. 

Responsive Design
Today we already uses many screens to interact with technology but in the future these pos-
sibilities will expand. There comes the importance of a responsive design, that fits to many 
screens and that is easy to adapt to future technologies. This first solution has already been 
designed to support this adaptation.

 The Mockup: UI/UX Design | ideaflow 

The Wheel
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 The result of this project is an online platform that can be used on various devices, 
and that uses blockchain to register steps of the innovation process. The objectives to be 
accomplished with this design are: 

 In the next sections I will explain the main screens designed for the platform and how 
they are connected. 

The Product: Idea Flow

Register every step of the development of an idea

Register the rate of participation of each team member

Give a certified Blockchain record to guarantee the ownership of the idea 
development 

Give an Innovator Score to participants – To certificate enrollment and 
active participation of users in innovation projects

Not to limit the process to one methodology and work with offline activities

Registry of all innovation projects in a same place to facilitate management 
portfolio by professionals and organizations

Enhance cross collaboration among creative professionals

Possibility of spin off the projects in others initiatives without losing the data 
and participation from the original project.

Be accessible to autonomous professionals and organizations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Figure 6 | Profile screen
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Profile: Creative ID and Wallet
The moment after login in the 
platform the user will be led to 
the personal profile, where it is 
possible to find full name, a team 
profile, a brief description of their 
speciality and their main streng-
ths. There is also a link to the 
LinkedIn personal page if more 
information is needed. 
This profile is linked to a Block-
chain ID, that has a unique code, 
and guarantees data privacy. 
Tied to my Creative ID there is a 
wallet that stores the “IF Tokens”, 
virtual coins that can be used to 
pay the registration. This tokens 
can be bought by the user or in 
packs by a sponsor company. On 
the top left corner it is possible to 
check the wallet balance. 
On the right side it is shown the 
Innovation score, earned at the 
end of each phase. At the top 
there is the total score and inside 
the bar there is the score by 
phase, identified by the color.
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My Organization
The organization screen 
summarizes all the information 
about the challenges and 
members. It is possible to view 
some statistics about the work 
and to manage the projects.
It also shows the organiza-
tion’s potential to innovate, by 
applying surveys to its mem-
bers.
As in the professional profile, 
there is a Blockchain ID linked 
to a wallet, where the IF 
tokens can be stored, bought 
to incentivize creative 
projects, and then distributed 
to the members.
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Challenges
In the land screen of challen-
ges, the user will find a list of 
challenges, with the name and 
organization it belongs to, and 
check if it is private or open 
and the phase of the project. It 
is possible to assign keywords 
to help in the search. The user 
will be able to organize by 
stage (default) or in alphabeti-
cal way. A “plus” button loca-
ted in up right corner will lead 
to the new challenge creation 
screen. 
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Figure 9 | New Challenge screen  
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The new challenge creation  
screen will be asked the basic 
information needed to open 
the challenge: Image, Title, 
Organization, Challenge Field 
and Description. Following 
that, an area to invite team 
creative professionals or 
create a position offer in the 
challenge will be posted in the 
research page. Then the user 
will choose if the challenge is 
private or open to be found. 
Finally, he should decide in 
which phase the challenge 
should start. 
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Figure 11| Challenge Phase complete
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Challenge interface
When the user gets into the challenge the interface will work as mindmap. This gives free-
dom to the professional to determine which phases are needed and the order to follow. The 
challenge will always be open in the active phase, and still the user can navigate on it sliding 
the screens to discover the other phases. When the user finds the one and wants to see 
details, he or she may just need to tap on it. 

Figure 10 | Challenge map
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 When registering in the Block-
chain there will be generated a 
direct link to the document 
registered and the hash that 
will identify the transaction “on 
chain”. If there isn’t an active 
phase a “plus” button will 
appear next to the last phase 
so that the user can select the 
next one or finish the project.
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Phase interface
Inside the phase the main 
interface is the wheel. On it 
the user will find some details 
of the challenge, as title and 
description and the modules 
requested to register, marked 
with a white circle next to the 
icon. At the bottom of the 
wheel is located the Home 
button which can be used to 
add modules to fit the 
project’s needs. 
In this screen the professio-
nal will find a place to add 
keywords and the base menu 
that can take to the profile, 
my challenges, my organiza-
tions and research page. 
When the user taps on the 
Home button it will take to the 
modules choice screen.

 

Home
button

Keywords

Bottom menu

Title of the 
challenge

Modules
requested

Modules

Figure 12 | Phase screen  
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Modules
In this interface, he or she will 
find 6 basic modules, that can 
be personalized (Files, Image 
& Video, Text, Drawings, 
Links and List & Matrix) and a 
template page that will link to 
a template library made by 
third part and can be purcha-
sed with tokens.
All the modules that genera-
tes a list can be used to vote 
and comment. 

 

Bottom menu

Mudules
types

Close

Figure 13 | Modules screen  
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Modules - Files
A module is where it is possible to create a group of files that 
can be uploaded from the cloud or from the device. An icon 
and a title can be assigned to identify the group, as well as 
a brief description. The files are shown on a list where it is 
possible to tag, share, favorite and or delete them.

Figure 14 | Module Files
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Modules - Image & Video
This module follows the same structure of the file one. The 
differences are that here it is possible to upload from the 
camera roll directly or open the camera and take a picture 
or record the video at the moment. In the list a preview of 
the image will appear on the left side of the name.

Figure 15 | Module Image & Video 
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Modules - Text
The text module works a notepad to write direct to the 
challenge. It’s a simple text interface where is possible to 
find basic tools as font size and color. These notes are 
organized on a list that gives the possibility to be voted 
and commented by the team members. 

Figure 16 | Module Text
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Modules - Drawing
A module to use your finger a pen/pencil to draw freely. It’s 
not a complete drawing app, but has the basics: text, pen, 
highlighter, eraser and selection. The user can choose the 
color and stroke of the pen and highlighter. The structure of 
group definition and list is equal to the image & video module.

Figure 17 | Module Drawing
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Modules - Links
One of the most interesting modules makes a list of the 
researched internet links. These links can be uploaded 
manually or with a shared plugin on the browser (works in 
computers and mobile devices). This module organizes 
an easy access to any web page needed clustered under 
a topic.

Figure 18 | Module Links
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Modules - List & Matrix
This highly customizable module works with a structure of colum-
ns and rows so that the team can create an organized way to write 
information in a visually easy way. After the guide is created all the 
members can add rows with new data in real time. It can be used 
to create a to do list and assign responsibilities.
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Figure 19 | Module List & Matrix
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Challenge Register

Figure 20 | Challenge Register screen

At the end of each phase, with the requested modules completed in the Home screen, it will 
appear a link to register in the Blockchain. The user that took the initiative to register will 
need to accept to finish and register, with this action a notification will be sent immediately 
to all team members registered in the phase. The notification will lead directly to the docu-
ment screen. In this screen all the members will find all the uploaded information organized 
as one document (.pdf) that will be stored in the Blockchain. The users can edit to correct 
something, accept or reject. If there is a need to edit, the app will take the team back to the 
phase and the process of registration will need to start over. 
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Participation consensus
An important feature of the 
platform is the possibility for 
the distribution of the total 
work of the phase proportio-
nally to the team member’s 
participation. When a team 
collaborate not everyone 
needs to contribute at the 
same level. However, in a 
meritocratic environment the 
credit should be attributed 
proportional to the work input 
of each member. The difficul-
ty is how to measure and 
define the amount of the work 
of each member. After careful 
literature analysis, the solu-
tion that best fits this challen-
ge was found to be the con-
sensus method, finding the 
highest level of consensus 
among all the participants. 
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In Idea Flow after the acceptance of 

the document to be registered, a list of 

team members will be shown and a 

participation score will be assigned by 

each participant and to each partici-

pant. The list comes by default with the 

participation distributed equally, and 

the users can change it at any time to 

reflect the reality of the work. The 

objective is to take voting into account 

the group perception and to try to 

distribute the participation as close as 

possible of the group consensus.

After all the team votes, each member 

will receive their score that is calcula-

ted using the median of the consen-

sus. To calculate the median the 

values used are the votes with a 

ponderation depending on the level of 

the approximation to the consensus. 

The calculation is as follows:

Step 1: Median / Original vote = 

Consensus accuracy

Step 2: Original vote * Consensus 

accuracy = Pondered Vote

Step 3: Median of Pondered vote / 

Medians Sum = % of Participation 
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Sign and Payment of the challenge

Figure 23 | Sign & Payment

As learned before the registration payment is made using the IF tokens, 
that is a virtual coin that can bought by users or by organization packs. 
The tokens are stored in a Blockchain wallet that can also be used as 
card to make transactions. The signature and payment of the phase 
register is as simple as using a digital card.
After all the team members sign and pay a transaction is then made to 
store the data on chain.
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Sign and Payment of the challenge

Figure 23 | Sign & Payment

As learned before the registration payment is made using the IF tokens, 
that is a virtual coin that can bought by users or by organization packs. 
The tokens are stored in a Blockchain wallet that can also be used as 
card to make transactions. The signature and payment of the phase 
register is as simple as using a digital card.
After all the team members sign and pay a transaction is then made to 
store the data on chain.
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Innovation Score
The innovation score is an 
award to continue participa-
tion in innovative challenges. 
The score should add value 
to the creative professional 
curriculum and will be used 
as benefits in the future. As a 
rewards program, to compen-
sate and motivate collabora-
tion and creativity. The 
factors that influence the 
score are, the percentage of 
participation and the number 
of phases participated in the 
challenge.
The calculation is as follows: 
Step 1: Number of phases 
participated / Total number of 
phases of the challenges = % 
of participation in all phases
Step 2: % of participation in 
all phases * % of Participation 
in the phase = Phase Innova-
tion score
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Challenges & Professionals Catalog

Figure 25 | Challenges & Professionals catalog

In order to connect creative professionals to ideas all the databases are linked 
to a catalog of challenges and professionals. The main concept of the catalog 
is to browse a sliding the screen, and when the user find something interesting 
it’s easy to interact through buttons. In a challenge its is possible to assign as 
favourite, comment and give the support with a like. Besides, it is possible to 
spot if there is an open position and apply for it. When looking for a creative 
professional, instead of the like button there is a link to invite the professional 
to participate in a challenge.
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 This research achieved a deep understanding of the innovation process, its structu-
re, players and challenges, and the role that creativity has on it. Through the practical appli-
cation of the theory, extracted from the literature analysis, a solution was created to face the 
main challenges: trust and connection. Along the process all the design decisions were vali-
dated with the opinion of expert users. Even though it was not possible to measure in preci-
se numbers the impact of this technology on the quality and number of innovation initiatives 
and its respective organizations and communities, it became clear that these are important 
challenges urging to be tackled.
 The idea was consolidated and a beta design was delivered ready to start the experi-
mentation phase. The platform should be tested in controlled groups and compare with 
groups using traditional tools of management. Further data has to be collected in order to 
implement the solution in large scale.  
 After extensive investigation it can be said that the technology needed to develop the 
solution is already available and accessible to be used. The contribution of this project is a 
new perspective on how to deal with collaboration problems, using technology but also 
understanding the social needs of physical connection and methodology personalization. It 
is not possible to deal with all innovation challenges using only the current online manage-
ment tools. The human factor in creative endeavors is essential, the technology only needs 
to simplify and humanize the process, giving it a slight push forward, and always being as 
friendly as possible.

Conclusion

Conclusion | ideaflow 
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Annex 5 | Market research - Innovation tools

Name Market Cost Web Company behind Specific 
Methodology Phases Register of 

participation Blog Teste
d App Consulting 

support Personalization Online 
Communication APIs Obs

Spigit Only companies not informed www.spigit.com Planview Yes not informed partial yes no no no not informed yes
not 
informed

Brightidea Only companies not informed www.brightidea.com Brightidea yes not informed no yes no yes yes not informed not informed
not 
informed

Sideways6 Only companies not informed www.sideways6.com Sideways6 no not informed partial yes no no no no uses slack yes

place to collect 
ideas and 
manage 
evolution

Oi Engine Only companies

5K per month/ 
65K per 
cahllenge/ 35K 
per phase www.oiengine.com Ideo Design Thinking

Research; Ideas; Refinement; 
Evaluation; Top Ideas; Impact

IDEO'S Design 
Quotient no yes

yes for 
challenges

Full with the 
brand of the 
organization yes yes

Innovation Cloud Only companies

$0 Startup/ $30 
per month 20 
users/ $250 per 
month 300 users innovationcloud.com Innovation Cloud

no - can be 
personalized partial yes no no no yes yes

not 
informed

Gaits
Only acellerated 
teams free https://www.gaits.org/ CIMIT yes

clinical need; idea; proof of 
concept; proof of feasibility; proof 
of value; initial clinical trial; 
validation; approval & launch; 
clinical use; standart of care no no no no yes no no no

Focus in health 
projects

Idea scale Only companies
4,9K year basic/ 
34,9K year full https://ideascale.com/ Idea scale not informed

idea collection; idea refinement; 
idea review; implementation yes yes no no no partial

integrate to the 
communication 
tool yes

Q-Ideate Only companies not informed https://www.qmarkets.net/ Qmarkets yes
challenge; brainstorm; evaluate; 
implement partial yes no yes yes partial yes

not 
informed

Comapny with a 
full solution to 
manage 
innovation

Ideanote Only companies $500 per month https://upc.ideanote.io/home Ideanote yes ideas partial no yes no no partial no no
is only to collect 
and vote ideas

Innocentive Open

free to collaborate 
(challenges 
payed) https://www.innocentive.com/ Innocentive no no yes (award) yes yes no no no partial no

connect people 
by their abilities. 
Not necessary 
innovation

Idea Spotlight Only companies not informed http://www.wazoku.com/products/idea-spotlight/Wazoku yes
gather ideas; evaluate; develop; 
select

yes 
(competition) yes no no no partial partial no

is only to collect 
and vote ideas
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Annex 6 | Market research - Register

Name Market Cost Web Blockchain Blockchain ID Toke
n

Register of 
participation Blog Teste

d App Personalization Online 
Communication APIs Obs

OriginaMy All 2 euros per register originalmy.com

Bitcoin; Etherium; 
Etherium classic; 
Decred yes ABC no yes yes yes no no yes any document

Stampery
API 
connection not informed stampery.com Bitcoin; Etherium no no no yes no no no no yes any document

Sphereon
API 
connection not informed sphereon.com not informed no no no yes no no no no yes any document

Bernstein All
117.81€  per month 
(10 registers) www.bernstein.io Bitcoin encryption key no no yes yes no no no no

Focus on 
design process

Binded All not informed binded.com not informed no no no yes yes no no no no

for photos. se if 
matches with 
others photos

Licens3d All not informed https://www.licens3d.com/ not informed no no no no no no no no yes for cad
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Annex 7 | Participation consensus calculation - example

Original Vote
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5

User 1 60 15 10 10 5
User 2 50 15 15 10 10
User 3 55 10 15 10 10
User 4 50 15 10 15 10
User 5 60 10 10 10 10
Median original 55 15 10 10 10

Pondered Vote
Consesus accuracy User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5

0,92 55 14 9 9 5
1,00 50 15 15 10 10
0,67 37 7 10 7 7
0,67 33 10 7 10 7

1 60 10 10 10 10
Median Pondered 50 10 10 10 7
% of Participation 57,69% 11,54% 11,54% 11,54% 7,69%

Mendian sum
87
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Annex 8 | Innovation score calculation - example

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5
% of Participation in the phase 57,69% 11,54% 11,54% 11,54% 7,69%
% of participation in all phases 1 0,75 0,5 0,5 1
n of participated phases in the challenge 4 3 2 2 4
participation ratio 0,4 0,225 0,1 0,1 0,4
Innovation score - Phase 4 23 3 1 1 3

n of phases of the challenge 4
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Annex 3 | Interviews results - Process
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Annex 4 | Interviews results - People


